CASE study
IMTS Builds Momentum for Next Show with
Registration Program
CDS Offers Comprehensive and Speedy Onsite Registration Process

Show

The International Manufacturing Technology Show (IMTS) is one of
the largest industrial tradeshows in the world. Held every even year in
Chicago, IMTS hosts more than 2,500 exhibitors and 129,000 visitors
within its 1.4 million square feet of floor space and attracts buyers and
sellers from 117 countries. Manufacturing industry professionals from all
over the world attend to see more than 15,000 new machine tools, controls,
computers, software, components, systems, and processes that can improve
their efficiency.

Challenge

IMTS wanted visitors at the 2018 show to register onsite for
the 2020 show. Capitalizing on the excitement during the current show
would lock in visitors well in advance of the next show and secure
registration revenue. Show management wanted to drive strong event
attendance numbers and gain commitments from key buyers. The challenge
was to create a registration process that offered a quick and easy onsite
registration experience.

Solution

Convention Data Services (CDS) created a 2020 registration
program that was available during the current show. A registration link was
available on the show website as well as in the show app. Visitors logged in
using just their email address and all contact and demographic
information was automatically attached to the registration record. Then,
the visitor processed the registration fee and received a real-time
confirmation. When the IMTS 2020 conference program is launched in
early 2020, the system will proactively reach out to preregistered attendees
and offer upgrade opportunities.

Six-day event
129,000 visitors
2,500 exhibitors
1.4 million square feet

CASE study
Results

Having the 2020 registration page available at this year’s
show kept the show on each visitor’s mind and locked them in early
for the next event. Offering a fast and easy registration process
gained commitment early from key buyers. All contact and
demographic information for returning visitors was preloaded into
the database, speeding them through the registration process.
Offering future registration was an opportunity to build excitement
by leveraging the existing momentum.

IMTS 2020 Registration
Show management experienced a variety
of benefits from the next reg program:
•

Obtained an earlier commitment from key buyers.

•

Registered a large number of past alumni and key
buyers quickly and easily.

•

Rewarded loyal buyers and alumni visitors with an
easier and faster registration process.

•

Provided show management with information
to present exhibitors with early, strong
attendance numbers.

•

Offered additional customer support through a
user-friendly process.
The straightforward and responsive
web page made it easy for guests to
register for the next event.
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